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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  9/21/2021 6:33:20 AM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #25; A DESPOT-IN-CHIEF (21 SEP 2021) 

 

A. THE EMPEROR FUNDS PEDOPHILES & TERRORISTS 

 

*** Videos of hidden cameras and cellphones, and statements of eyewitnesses, prove Afghan 

TALIBAN terrorists are PEDOPHILES who force 5 to 17 year-old females to be their wives 

but behead older females and many males (in Deep State #24). This is led by terrorists of Al 

Queda, the Haqqani Network and ISIS in TALIBAN government offices (U.S. DOD, 06 SEP 

2021). On 13 SEPTEMBER 2021, Joe BIDEN'S State Department sent $64-million to 

unlawfully fund this TALIBAN terrorism (U.S. Sec. of State BLINKIN, 13 SEP 2021). On 13 

SEPTEMBER 2021, Uncle Joe CALLED TALIBAN TERRORISTS "businesslike" and 

"FRIENDLY", BUT CALLED unvaccinated U.S. CITIZENS "MURDERERS" for having T-

cell immunity from prior COVID-19 infection which may be 27-times stronger than vaccine 

immunity (John Hopkins Hosp.). Like the TALIBAN, Uncle JOE (as Soviets called Stalin) is a 

POWER HUNGRY BULLY who will do anything for political control. 

 

*** FOR HIDDEN personal REASONS, Uncle JOE HAS more AGREEMENT WITH 

pedophiles and international TERRORISTS than with the U.S. government and its citizens. 

 

 

B. UNLAWFUL IMMIGRANTS CROSSING SOUTHERN U.S. BORDER 

 

*** Title 8 United States Code, Sections 1108 and 1227, require immigrants who enter the U.S. 

without following lawful procedures to be deported to their home countries. In JANUARY 

through SEPTEMBER of 2021, Joe BIDEN issued Orders to OPEN the Southern U.S. 

BORDER and fund a billion dollars for immigrants entering and staying in the U.S. in violation 

of those laws. On 29 JULY 2021, Senator Dick DURBIN said, "Non-Citizens should be able to 

vote", "There is no requirement to be a citizen to vote" and other similar things (CSpan). 

HIDIN' BIDEN lied of illegal immigrants that he is "sending back the overwhelming majority 

of adults over 17" (CNN, 19 AUG 2021) because he transports them to SECRET U.S. BASES 

for future use against U.S. Citizens.  

 

*** On 15 SEPTEMBER, 2021, the FAA banned drones from flying at Texas' Del Rio border 

"FOR SPECIAL SECURITY REASONS" upon request of Transportation Secretary Pete 

BUTTIGEIG (FNC, 16 SEP 2021). This was to hide human masses of 15,000, drugs and 

weapons that had crossed the border. On 17 SEPTEMBER 2021, FOX NEWS filed complaint 

with the FAA and found no security reasons existed but only HIDIN' BIDEN lies (FNC). This 

is Benedict BIDEN HIDING the TRUTH OF his TREASONOUS COUP D'ETAT against our 

government. 
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*** FOR HIDDEN personal REASONS, Uncle JOE HAS more AGREEMENT WITH 

pedophiles and AN ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT ARMY INVADING THE U.S. than with the 

U.S. government and its citizens. 

 

 

C. LOW COST HOUSING PROJECTS FORCED ON SUBURBS & SUBDIVISIONS 

 

*** During the Barack OBAMA Administration, Section 8 high-rise low-rent housing projects 

were ordered by OBAMA to be put into middle and upper-middle class suburbs. OBAMA 

classified lot sizes greater than 100-feet by 50-feet as "RACIST" because neighborhoods with 

them did not have a population-density of a multi-floor Section 8 Housing Project. If a 

neighborhood or subdivision had 1 or 2 acre lots, OBAMA ORDERED that the residents could 

be forced to move and their property taken to build a Section 8 low-cost housing project. A 

well-to-do suburb in New York took DESPOT OBAMA to court and his actions were ruled to 

be unconstitutional. 

 

*** Uncle Joe BIDEN is now ordering "Section 8 low-rent high-rise housing built in suburbs, 

to bring inner city violence to destroy the suburbs" (Representative BETH VAN DUYNE (R), 

TX, 03 JUN 2021). BIDEN says a neighborhood or subdivision without a population density of 

Section 8 high-rise housing is "discrimination that VIOLATES EQUITY". The "EQUITY" of 

MARXIST BIDEN is the RACISM of being qualified by skin color, so those not of a minority 

skin color are ineligible for such housing despite serious need. 

 

*** This alleged EQUITY of BIDEN'S ORDER on Section 8 housing coupled with his 

ORDER to open the Southern U.S. border to illegal migrants is a HIDDEN AGENDA. Uncle 

Joe plans to put gangs like Al Queda, Antifa, Azatlan, La Raza, Meccha, MS-13, etcetera, as 

part of his mercenary army, into middle and upper class neighborhoods to control We the 

People after his planned firearm confiscation presently pending in Congress. 

 

 

D. UNILATERAL DISARMAMENT OF WE THE PEOPLE 

 

*** According to U.N. documents: State Dept. Document 7277, of SEPTEMBER 1961, calls 

for unilateral disarmament of U.S. Citizens. The U.S. is to be divided into 10 sections with 

Interstate 35 dividing the country and manned by U.N. troops. U.S. Citizens will need passports 

to go from one section to another and cannot cross I-35 without U.N. approval. 

 

*** A bizarre U.S. MILITARY PLAN named "CONOP 8888" is FOR "COMBATING 

ZOMBIES IN the Continental United States". "ZOMBIES" are likely those who don't agree 

with a DESPOT-IN-CHIEF as defined in Barack OBAMA'S 2012 NAT'L DEFENSE ACT 

which is a MARTIAL LAW PLAN AGAINST U.S. CITIZENS, NAMED "JADE HELM". 

 

*** Joe BIDEN also funded the TALIBAN with $83 billion in military airplanes, explosives, 

helicopters, intelligence assets, rifles, trucks and other weapons which he left for the TALIBAN 

to train with and use. On 16 SEPTEMBER 2021, Uncle Joe BIDEN lied in MARXISTESE, 
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"I'm not out to punish anyone. I'm just a capitalist" (CNN), which in English means "I'm out to 

punish everyone. I'm just a Communist" One should ask: (1) Are TALIBAN terrorists being 

trained to attack on U.S. soil with equipment given to them by Joe BIDEN? - like they did in 

Afghanistan. (2) Are BIDEN'S secret bases training illegal immigrants as a mercenary army 

against U.S. Citizens? 

 

*** We the People must wake-up. I Peter 5:8-9. 

 

 

 

 

----- 

Hi! 

* I saw 15K migrants under the Del Rio bridge & 10K waiting across the Rio Grande. 

* The economy may soon dive. Silver is good near $22 & may go to 40. Genesis 41:36. 

* Joe fiddled around while the U.S. burned (Rev. 13). 

 

YHWH Bless! G 

 


